Corporate
Captioning
For those with hearing loss
For those with English as an additional
language or with auditory processing
challenges
For referencing missed information

Transcripts
Let us do the note taking so you can pay
attention to the meeting
Use our verbatim transcripts to create your
minutes, manuals, and study guides. Search,
copy and paste.
Use to verify conflicting or unclear
information
If you missed the meeting, review our
transcript.

Follow what’s being said: if you
can’t hear it, you can read it
Our realtime captioning is very similar to
television captioning. In addition, we can
provide an instant transcript for your review.

Where it’s used:
conferences
AGMs
seminars
workshops
public events

lectures
ceremonies
council meetings
litigation

CART (Communication Access
Realtime Translation)
Accurate Realtime Inc.’s CART captioners are
highly skilled shorthand stenographers who
write at the speed of the spoken word.
These days, the multicultural public expects
inclusive services. And in reality, everyone
who needs a break from listening will benefit
from captioning. By facilitating this
accommodation, you will be viewed as a good
corporate citizen!

This is a steno (shorthand) machine. With great accuracy,
our CART captioners can keep up with speakers at well
over 200 words per minute. Currently, this is the fastest
and most reliable method of capturing the spoken
word.

Conferences,
Meetings, etc.

“You’ve profoundly affected my [involvement] in a
good way. I’m sure I wouldn’t be here if I hadn’t
been able to participate in all of these teleconferences
over the years! So thank you; it’s much appreciated.”
Environment Canada

Captioning and
Transcription
Services

www.accuraterealtime.com

Accurate Realtime Inc.
903-1127 Barclay Street
Vancouver, BC, V6E 4C6
Phone : 604 685 6050
Email: admin@accuraterealtime.com

604-685-6050
www.accuraterealtime.com

On-site or Remote CART
Captioning Services

Display options
Projector Screens

Laptops

ARI provides verbatim CART captioning across
North America and worldwide. Wherever you
are, our team of CART captioners will instantly
capture the spoken word.
On-site Service: Our team of CART captioners
will attend in person at your meeting.

Monitors
Smartphones

Tablets

Some of our clients
CLASS/SPARC

UN Convention on the Rights of
People with Disabilities

CUPE

Canadian Union of Public Employees

IBEW

International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers
Hospital Employees Union

HEU
WIDHH
CHHA
BC HYDRO

Western Institute for the Deaf and
Hard of Hearing
Canadian Hard of Hearing Association

and many others...

“I commend you on the professionalism of the
captioners and high quality of your services”
Citizens With Disabilities (Ontario)

Remote Service: As with television captioning
or Internet streaming, as long as you have
Internet and can send us good audio, our team
of providers will deliver instant verbatim
captions to your location. You can view
captions on your personal laptop, tablet,
smartphone, etc., or for large audiences,
projection screens.
How do you access remote CART captioning? You
simply log into our website, click a button, type
in a confidential password, and instantly you
can view the text of what is being said!

Your privacy is our concern:
Our professional team of CART
captioners is guided by stringent
standards that ensure confidentiality.
Transcripts are released only through
the hiring party.
We have redundancies in place to
resolve firewall issues.
To ensure your meeting goes as
planned, we conduct pre-event testing.

